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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
PLANNING & LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE

MEETING MINUTES | DRAFT

4600 Emperor Boulevard
Suite 100

Durham, NC 27703

Wednesday, December 15, 2021 10:30 a.m. Virtual | Webex

Committee members present | Will Allen III, Brenda Howerton, Sig Hutchinson, Renée Price, Charlie 
Reece

Excused absences | Michael Fox

Committee Chair Will Allen III called the meeting to order at 11:02 a.m. A quorum was present.

I. Adoption of Agenda
Action:  A motion was made by Howerton and seconded by Price to adopt the agenda.  Upon 
vote by roll call, the motion was carried unanimously. 

II. Approval of Minutes
Action:  A motion was made by Hutchinson and seconded by Howerton to approve the minutes 
of November 17, 2021.  Upon vote by roll call, the motion was carried unanimously. 

III. Greater Triangle Commuter Rail Economic Impact Briefing Book
Jay Heikes introduced Kyle Vangel. Heikes stated that a key element of the second phase of the 
Greater Triangle Commuter Rail feasibility study is to assess the cost and benefits of the project 
to help support and inform decision-making. This study by HR&A Advisors looks at the dynamic 
and interconnected effects of a potential investment to help understand the impacts that can be 
linked directly to a commuter rail investment.  The study also provides context on how a rail 
system could support our region’s continued expected growth, business environment and quality 
of life. The presentation is attached and hereby made a part of these minutes.

Keiley Gaston of HR&A added that this study examined three regional impacts: quality of life, 
employment connectivity and smart development. She said the study consisted of:

Real estate market analysis and projections to identify how the commuter rail is likely to 
influence development dynamics in the Triangle region and specifically rail corridor 
submarkets over the next 30 years.
Economic impact analysis to identify the broad range and potential scale of economic 
impacts likely to be catalyzed by the commuter rail and objectively measure those effects 
over the next 30 years.

Kyle Vangel provided background on HR&A Advisors, an economic development, public policy 
and real estate consulting firm, and its past projects. He also shared history of the Greater 
Triangle Commuter Rail project and current assumptions about operations. HR&A used the REMI 
Policy Insight Model to simulate the increase in economic activity catalyzed by the Commuter 
Rail in “build” and “no build” future scenarios. HR&A also engaged the Triangle Chamber of the 
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Urban Land Institute and other organizations with local expertise on the real estate and the labor 
market dynamics in the Triangle as a part of this study. 

Vangel shared statistics about the Triangle’s population growth and frequent top ranking on lists 
as one of the best places in the country to live, work and retire. Additionally the Triangle is seeing 
growth in global business expansion. From 2010-2020 the Triangle has seen growth in the 
following areas:

+23.8% population [an average of 95 people per day]
+22.8% job [an average of 50 new jobs per day]
+36.6% multifamily units
+15.6 industrial square footage

This growth is expected to continue with population reaching 2.82 million by 2050 and total jobs, 
1.79 million. He shared the impact this growth is forecasted to have on vehicle congestion and 
said the expected 10,000 daily commuter rail riders could save cumulatively over one million 
hours annually, valued at $12.9 million annually. The value of time savings results in an additional 
$210 million person income cumulative from 2031-2050.

Vangel highlighted statistics from East Durham, a historically and culturally significant community 
with a legacy of mass displacement from transportation projects.  He said nearly one third of the 
residents of East Durham travel over 30 minutes to get to work and many are dependent on 
public transportation. Likewise, the Hammond Road area in Raleigh also lacks diversity of transit 
options currently. Commuter rail would contribute to the expansion of employment 
opportunities for these residents.

Other study highlights:
With the number of available jobs exceeding the number of candidates, commuter rail 
will increase connectivity to the region’s employment hubs and employers’ access to 
talent. The improvement in labor force access results in productively gains in the region 
[an additional $430 million personal income, cumulative 2031-2050]. 
Workers who cannot or choose not to own a personal vehicle likely will experience 
benefits from commuter rail not recognized by this study. 
Commuter rail is viewed as a way to help close disproportionate gaps in upward mobility 
and also provide mobility options for students to work skilled part-time jobs while in 
school or for workers to obtain advanced degrees, additional skills training or 
certifications. 
Commuter rail could expand the geography from which employers could recruit, 
particularly for lower-income jobs. Community colleges throughout the region could 
place students in skilled internship and career opportunities in the Johnston County 
manufacturing and industrial job cluster. 
Significant real estate growth is anticipated over the next 30 years, regardless of 
commuter rail, with over 165,000 new multifamily units [+89%], over 78,000 increase in 
office square footage [+76%], an increase of over 89 million square feet in industrial 
[+101%], more than 16 million additional retail square footage [+19%] and over 23,000 
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new hotel rooms [+77%]. Transit can serve as a magnet for vibrant, transit-oriented 
development, curbing sprawling development patterns.
Denser employment hubs lead to an increase in labor force productivity.
Proactive policies are needed to address the negative externalities of new growth.
Commuter rail construction will create increased personal income [$1.3 billion, 
cumulative 2022-2030] and gross regional product [$1.9 billion, cumulative 2022-2030].
Commuter rail operation will add to personal income of Triangle area employees – an 
additional $567 per employee in 2040 and $2,071 per employee in 2050 – as well as 
increased gross regional product of over $5 billion cumulative by 2050.

Hutchinson asked for talking points from the presentation and also how this information will be 
shared with the community.  Eggleston responded that staff will be prepared talking points to be 
added to the website and to presentation materials. 

Price stated the information sounds good in the aggregate but asked about the benefits to 
specific communities and the range of benefits for individuals. Vangel responded that the data is 
broken down by economic sectors [service, office, industrial] and can be provided at that level of 
detail.  

Reece said he would like to see what strategies exist within the project to reduce the disparities 
within the region’s communities rather than increase them. He noted significant risks around 
gentrification and displacement from projects like this.  Eggleston responded that staff would put 
together additional information for the February work session. Reece added that the work has 
to be done in individual jurisdictions to put in place processes and land use principles that make 
it possible and attractive to build the kind of things we want in the places where we want it.  

IV. Legislative Agenda
President and CEO Charles Lattuca stated presented ideas for consideration for a legislative 
agenda. His presentation is attached and hereby made a part of these minutes. He noted his goals 
for the agenda:

Achieve long term financial stability for GoTriangle
Enhance and create new revenue streams for large projects
Create a more flexible service area to meet new regional employment needs and growth 
[Rocky Mount, Chatham County, Greensboro]

Possible financial initiatives:
Increase the registration fee, index it to inflation 
Increase the rental vehicle tax, adjust to inflation 
Create enhanced and new funding streams tied to the region’s residential and commercial 
growth

Additional revenue sources from GoTriangle’s enabling legislation [Regional Public 
Transportation Authority Act of 1989]:

Annual vehicle registration fees;
Ad valorem taxes;
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Local land transfer taxes;
Driver’s license fees;
Sales taxes on automobile parts and accessories;
Motor fuels taxes.

Recommendations: 
Seek statutory change to allow GoTriangle to enter into agreements with municipalities 
or not-for-profit entities beyond 10 miles outside the territorial jurisdiction of the 
Authority for the purpose of providing workforce transportation.
Allow adjacent counties to join the Authority.

Lattuca stated that he would bring more details back to the Committee at the next meeting.

V. Adjournment
Action: Chair Allen adjourned the meeting at 11:58 a.m.  

Prepared by:

____________________________
Michelle C. Dawson, CMC
Clerk to the Board of Trustees
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MEMORANDUM
TO: GoTriangle Board of Trustees Planning & Legislative Committee 

FROM: Planning and Capital Development

DATE: May 12, 2022

SUBJECT: Ridership Forecasts from Phase 2 of the Greater Triangle Commuter Rail 
(GTCR) Feasibility Study 

SStrategic Objective or Initiative Supported
1.2  Pursue service improvements and expansion opportunities

Action Requested
None

Key Findings
Ridership forecasts for year 2040 are summarized in the table below. Additional information may 
be found in this memo describing the service patterns that were forecasted and in the draft 
presentation. A full technical memo documenting the Phase 2 ridership forecasting effort will be 
available as a part of the final Phase 2 feasibility study report. 

Key findings are as follows:
• The forecast number of trips for the “base case” 8-2-8-2 service pattern is around 12,000 

in 2040.
• Inclusion of 3-1-3 service to Clayton does not result in additional forecasted trips relative 

to the base case that terminates at Auburn. This is a reflection of the relatively large 
percentage of forecast trips from Johnston County access the system via park-and-ride. 

• The forecast number of trips for a 30/60 (half-hourly peak / hourly off-peak) service pattern 
is about 17% higher than the “base case” 8-2-8-2 service pattern. 

• The “base case” 8-2-8-2 peak-oriented service pattern forecasts roughly the same number 
of trips as does a scenario that includes all day hourly service. 

• Ridership is sensitive to fare policy. Scenarios with higher average fares produced relatively 
fewer forecast trips. Notably, a flat $1 premium fare ($3.50 total per one way rail trip) 
produced 17% fewer trips relative to the $2.50 fare, which is the base assumption. 

• The zero fare scenario produced 50% more forecast trips relative to the base case. 
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Ridership forecasts are subject to change should the project move forward. These forecasts are 
sensitive to the particular set of inputs and assumptions documented in the presentation and 
technical report. Should the project move forward, additional refinements to assumptions, and 
model inputs, such as a new regional transit rider origin-destination survey, additional changes to 
the bus network to better connect to the rail system or a different timetable or service 
assumption, would result in changes to this forecast, in addition to improving its precision. 

Table 1: 2040 Commuter Rail Forecasted Trips (STOPS)
Alternative> 
 
 
Fare Assumption 

Durham-Auburn 
8282 w/ 313 

service to 
Clayton 

Durham-Auburn 
8282 

Durham-Auburn 
30/60 

Durham-Auburn 
60/60 

A: All Zero Fare Transit   18,028      

A2: Local Transit Zero Fare, Rail: $2.50  11,353   
B: Zone Commuter Rail: $2.50-4.50
(fare varies based on distance traveled)  11,517   

C: Rail Fare Same as Regional Bus: $2.50      11,818 12,033 14,107 12,246 
D: Premium Rail Fare: $3.50  9,976   

Background and Purpose
The ridership modeling consultant will deliver a presentation on the updated Phase 2 ridership 
modeling forecasts for multiple service scenarios and fare assumptions. The presentation will 
additionally describe the steps taken to update the model, refinements to inputs such as the 
future year background transit network, socio-economic data, and highway travel times from the 
2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan and updates to the county transit plans. 

This effort builds on and refines the ridership forecasts completed in the Phase 1 Feasibility 
Study. That effort revealed that a project with 20 daily round trips from West Durham to Auburn 
or a project from West Durham to Clayton would likely be eligible for the Federal Transit 
Administration’s (FTA) Capital Investment Grant program, which could contribute up to 50% of 
the project’s cost. The Phase 1 ridership effort identified the need for additional refinements 
that have been incorporated into the Phase 2 ridership effort. 

As part of the second phase of the Greater Triangle Commuter Rail Feasibility Study, staff and 
consultants are assessing the non-monetary costs and benefits of the project to help support 
informed decision-making regarding the project. The ridership modeling consultant has 
produced forecasts using the FTA’s Simplified-Trips-on-Projects-Software (STOPS) for both the 
base year (2018) and a future year (2040), consistent with FTA requirements for the Capital 
Investment Grant Program. Forecasts were produced for multiple service patterns, described 
below. The effort also included a set of forecasts to assess the effects different fare policies had 
on forecast ridership. The scenarios that were tested are described in the next section.
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DDescription of Ridership Forecast Scenarios
8-2-8-2 from West Durham to Auburn: This scenario is also referred to as the “base case” for the 
project, as included in the currently adopted County Transit Plans for Durham and Wake 
counties. 8-2-8-2 service refers to eight round trips in morning, with service every 30 minutes for 
a four hour period; two round trips, spaced roughly two hours apart in the midday period; eight 
round trips in the afternoon, with service every 30 minutes for a four hour period; and then two 
evening trips spaced roughly 2 two hours apart in the evening period. This level of service is 
comparable to the August 2019 schedule for the Durham – Raleigh Express route in terms of 
hours of operation and number of trips.

8-2-8-2 service from West Durham to Auburn, with 3-1-3 service continuing to Clayton: 3-1-3 
services refers to three round trips in the morning, with service every hour; 1 round trip at 
midday; and three round trips in the evening, with service every hour. This scenario was 
developed in coordination with Johnston County to better understand the ridership and cost of a 
limited, more affordable infrastructure investment east of Auburn as a part of the initial phase of 
implementation of a commuter rail system.

30/60 service from West Durham to Auburn: This scenario includes 30 minute service during 
peak periods in the morning and afternoon and hourly service during early morning, midday, and 
evening periods. This scenario was developed in response to substantial feedback from project 
and municipal partners and public engagement to provide a more all day service pattern as a 
part of the initial operating service. As of the date of this memo, this service scenario has not yet 
been tested by Norfolk Southern Railroad (NSR) in rail network capacity modeling. Staff and 
NCRR staff are actively coordinating with NSR to undertake this work.

60/60 service from West Durham to Auburn: This scenario includes 60 minute service all day. This 
scenario was produced to determine if a lower level of service could initially be provided with a 
lower infrastructure investment. As of the date of this memo, this service scenario has not yet 
been tested by NSR in rail network capacity modeling. Staff and NCRR staff are actively 
coordinating with NSR to undertake this work.

Fare Assumptions
Differing fare assumptions were tested for the “base case” 8-2-8-2 service from West Durham to 
Auburn to understand the impact of different fare policies on ridership forecasts. The fare 
assumptions are detailed in the table below. Prior to the suspension of fares, the governing bodies 
of GoTriangle, GoCary, GoRaleigh, and GoDurham adopted a unified regional fare structure, that 
sets the cost of an unlimited day pass to $2.50/$5.00 for local / regional + local service. A day pass 
may be used across all systems. A GoDurham only day pass is assumed to remain $2.00. This 
structure is assumed for bus services in fare scenarios B-D, and assumes that rail is included in the 
unifed regional fare structure. In FY20, the GoTriangle board eliminated the premium fare for 
express bus service, setting the fare all GoTriangle buses to $2.50. Under this structure, it would 
be possible to travel from Mebane to Garner, the current extent of GoTriangle service for $2.50.   
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TTable 2: Fare Policy Assumptions Tested in Ridership Forecasts
Bus Services  

 
Fare Recommendation (Full one-way 
fare shown. Similar relative pricing 
for all fare types. 

GoTriangle GoRaleigh and Go 
Cary 

GoDurham 
Commuter Rail 

A: All Free Transit $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
A2: Free for Local Bus/Regional Fare 
for Regional Bus and Rail 

$2.50 $0.00 $0.00 $2.50 

B: Zone Based Rail Fare $2.50 $1.25 $1.00 $2.50 (1-2 Fare Zones) 
$3.50 (3 Fare Zones) 
$4.50 (4 Fare Zones) 

C: Rail Same as Regional Bus $2.50 $1.25 $1.00 $2.50 
D: Premium Fare for Rail $2.50 $1.25 $1.00 $3.50 
Note: All fares assumed to be in Year 2022 dollars 
For Fare Recommendation “B,” stations are assigned to fare zones as follows: 

• Fare Zone 1: West Durham, Downtown Durham, and East Durham 
• Fare Zone 2: Ellis Road, Research Triangle Park, and Morrisville 
• Fare Zone 3: Cary, Corporate Center Drive, Blue Ridge Road, Raleigh, and Hammond 
• Fare Zone 4: Garner, Auburn, and Clayton  

Financial Impact 
None

Attachments
• Draft Presentation (Pending)

Staff Contacts
• Jay Heikes, Senior Transportation Planner, 919-314-8741, jheikes@gotriangle.rog
• Katharine Eggleston, CDO, 919-485-7564, keggleston@gotriangle.org
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MEMORANDUM
TO: GoTriangle Planning and Legislative Committee

FROM: Planning and Capital Development

DATE: May 12, 2022

SUBJECT: Demographic Analysis for Greater Triangle Commuter Rail (GTCR) Study

SStrategic Objective or Initiative Supported
1.2  Pursue service improvements and expansion opportunities

Action Requested
None

Background and Purpose
The consultant will deliver a presentation on the demographic analysis completed for the 
Greater Triangle Commuter Rail study. The presentation will describe the methodology and 
assumptions included in the analysis and share results. This analysis was prepared for the “base 
case” 8-2-8-2 West Durham to Auburn Service Scenario and the 30/60 West Durham to Auburn 
Scenario. Please refer to the ridership forecast agenda item for additional description of these 
scenarios. This analysis was completed as a part of the study’s effort to develop information to 
better understand the non-monetary costs and benefits associated with the Greater Triangle 
Commuter Rail project to support informed decision making. This specific analysis is in response 
to interest from public engagement as well as project stakeholders to better understand the 
demographic makeup of the communities that might benefit from an investment in rail.

Using standard outputs from the Federal Transit Administration’s Simplified Trips on Project 
Software (STOPS) with demographic information obtained from the 5-year 2015-2019 American 
Community Survey, the consultant was able to produce a demographic analysis of the race and 
ethnicity and the household income of communities where rail trips originate. This information is 
stratified by household vehicle ownership, which is the only demographic factor produced by 
STOPS, and is the single largest factor linked to transit use. 

Financial Impact 
None
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AAttachments
• Draft Presentation (Pending)

Staff Contacts
• Jay Heikes, Senior Transportation Planner, 919-314-8741, jheikes@gotriangle.rog
• Katharine Eggleston, CDO, 919-485-7564, keggleston@gotriangle.org
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